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AN ARTICULATORY DYNAMIC MODEL FOR DIPHTHONGS AND TRIPHTHONGS IN CHINESE
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ABSTRACT

The present paper describes the Expo-

nential Dynamic Model for compound vowels

such as diphtnongs ano triphthongs. with

this Model; actual formant frequencies of

all the allophones occurred in different

phonological and. phonetic contexts can be

generated. The 9 diphthongs and A triph-

thongs in Standard Chinese constituted by

30 allophones can thus be generated with

the target values of 6 phonemes.This Model

is appiicaoie to speech synthesis: so that

data memory size can be decreased; and

ooth intelligibility and naturalness of

the synthesized diphthongs or triphtnongs

can be improved.

INTRODUCTION

The changing of sound color in compound

vowels like diphthongs and triphthongs is

mainly produced by the continuous movement

of the speech articulators: i.e. by the

continuous mavement of the vocal tract.

According to the acoustic theory of speech

Production: a given set of formant fre-

QUencies correspond to a given shape of

the vocal tract. Thereforeythe time-varihg

characteristics of formants can reflect

the dynamic features of the compound

vowels. Because of the practical need in

Speech synthesis and automatic speech

recognitiom it is necessary to formulate

a functional model for describing the

time-variation of the formant frequencies

in dynamic vowels. And only after the

formulation of such a model can we discuss

the process of transformation between the

discrete speech code and the continuous

Speech sound waves.
This paper proposes an Exponential

3ynam c Vocei oasec :: the analysis 0* the

'formant frequency data of the 9 diphthonss

ENG 4 trlqhthongs in Standard Chinese.

Parameters for the Model were ootained

thrfluen analysis-oy-synthesis: and the

dynamic trajectories of formant frequences

are in close approximation with the

Observed data. The utilization of this

Mooel in the Synthetic System for Standard

Chinese.has both improved the quality 0*

tDE Synthetic sound ano reduced the memory
SIZE for the synthetic parameters.
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=ORMULAS OF THE EXPONENTIAL DYNAMIC MODEL

The ooserved time-varing trajectories

of the formant frequencies indicated that

the formant frequencies of a diphthong

are constantly changing from one set of

target values to another set: and the

overal tendency of such dynamic trajec-

tories is to have relatively stable parts

at the oeginning and the end of the vowel

and to change rather abruptly at the tran—

sitional part. And; compared with the

typical formant values of the phonemes

composing a given oiphthong: the starting

and ending frequencies of the formants are

only approaching the target values rather

than actually reaching them. This condi-

tion is very like a curve obtained by

Joining two reverse 9 exponential func-

tions. we thus hypothesise that a formant

trajectory of a given diphthong can be

approximated by the following formulas

(Fig.1).

F(t)=Fc+fl.55*Fd{1—EXPE—d(t-t0)5]}

Fc=D.5(Fb+Fe)

Fd=Fe-Fb (1)

5:1 (t-tD)U)
=-1 (t-tD<D)

Here;

Fb is the beginning target,value;

Fe is the ending target value;

t is normalized time;

to is the time of division; and;

d ‘is the factor of transitional rate.

Fe

______ .——.—— Fd

F50 to' t I-
Fig.1 Schematic Dynamic Model for Diph-

thongs
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. Fig.2a and 2D show resoectiveéy the

dynamic trajectories of formant freeuences

when t0 and d are altered. It is quite

c:ear that in this mode! Fb and Fe can

Only approach the two target values rather

than actuaiiy reaching them- The cioser

the division point is to the beginning

point; the it is harder for the formant

:requencies to reach the target value of

rb: and the easier it is for the ending

formant frequencies to reach the target

value of Fe; and; the greater the d 1

i.e. the factor of transitional rate, the

easier it is for the formant frequencies

of path of the extremities to reach their

target values.

Fe

dl'4

to’03

a)

fin ‘ t .LF
C

1.30.5

42.2

F 6 L)

‘ ° 0%? t7 L
Fig.2 Variation of the formant trajec-

tories with a) t0 and b)d

°,_L—-—-°' ——O_D..__¢

lua/ fawn;
d =8

. 05' 1 Lo

rig.3 The measured formant frequency

values and formant trajectories

estimated with the formulas

_ The parameters Fb, Fe: t0 and d in the
Model can be determined through analysis-
oy-synthesis. In Fig.3: the small circle
represent the observed values of the firs:
formant in lai/ and lua/x while the th’

solid line is the trajectory caicuiatIn
with formula (1) after the parameters. fen

the Mooei had been determined. It can or

seen that the two are in close approxim:E
tion. As examples: the fitting values of

to and d for F1 and F2 of the nine an

thongs are listed in Taale 1. a

Taoie 1 The fitting values of t3 andd

for the 9 diphthongs in Standan

Chinese

a ei/ ao

t0 0.55 . .27 0.1

. 1 4.2

/i
a
J.

t0 0.50 D

F'

.fih 0.25 0.25

/ua/ luo/ lye/

F1 1 F2 F1 1 F2 F1 F2

t0 0.20'0.25 0.35 0.42 0.35 0.23

n 7.1 [7.5 3.8 3.8 3.5 3.5
_ Now: we can easily extend the ixpmwn-

tial Dynamic Model to include triphthongs

ror_triphthongs; considering the coarficw

lation effect between the three componem

phonemes, the dynamic trajectory of a

given formant can be approximated by we

foliowing formuia (Fig.4).

F(t)=Fo:m(t)+Fm,e(t)-Fm (a

(for the meaning of the symoais hen

Please refer fg Fie.A\

""""~4~cfm car"”' -r
\‘l

x’ ‘EG‘FE’... —FC FJZ

F M" x- ‘
a1. -c" - - ----l' Fm --\_

I I, h————————

/ Ft
//

Fh ‘ I ___§——.-

0 to: to; 5.0 ‘t

Fis~h Schematic Dynamic Model for

triphthongs

. In this way; the dyHEMiC ESPECt °+a
alvén formant in a triphttB =3” PE
:ELlEEU by the tree target Values .Fb’ Fm

tag 2 land the two division times ‘01 and
rat 32¢ the two factors 0* tranSitiunm

e' 1 and d2: 7 parameters in a|L

dynamicuverall generalization’ *0r,a giventhe cynavowel that has n target va'ues F?a i H mic trajectory 0* the frequencvf
.9 van formant can oe aDPPDXimated “uh

the foliowing formula: I

_ "-1 n‘Z
”(t)='2:Fi,i+1(t)- ZZFi (ngz)

'=1 i=2

Fi’i+1(t)=Fci+
0-55*Fdi€1-EXPC-di(t—tOi)53) (3’

Eti=0.5(Fi+fi,’ )
“d'=Fh, ‘Fi

3:1 (t-t0i20)
-'1 (t-tDi<D)
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SYNThETlC FQOCF AND AFPLZCATIONS

To verify the vaiicity of this Expo—

nentia. Dynamic Mode.’ we nao a synthetic

experiment with the Software System for

Chinese Syllables C1: 23. This system uses

a cascade formant synthesizer; with 10 KHz

of sampling frequency: and 12 bit of pre-

cision for D/A converter. The synthesis

was operated on a BCM—S microcomputer. the

frequencies of the first three formants

for the 6 target phonemes used for synthe-

sizing the 9 diphthongs and h triphthongs

in Standard Chinese are listed in Table 2.

The Fh and F5 were fixed at 3500 Hz and

#500 Hz respectively.

Table 2 Frequency values of the first

three forments for the 6 target

phonemes use: for syntnesizing_

the 9 oipntnongs and a triph-

thongs in Standard Chinese

2

Hz 3050 272 2600 0 2

Chinese is a tone language: and the ”'

FD-contour of each of the compound vowels

were generated by a Tone Model [2].

All the syllables containing compound

vowels in Standard Chinese were Success-

fully synthesized. Fig.5 shows the spec-

tragrams of four syllables: both natural

i ”viii“.

”" : ...
________.._———-

Fig.5 Spectragrams of fou

triphthongs. The up

'afll fie

g/xuéi} z/iiia/ ix/siau/ i/miii/

r Syllables containing diphthongs and

per part for the natural ones and the

W‘
mm”-

lower part for the synthesized ones.

Se 12.3.3
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end-synthesized;
thong or a triphthong. It can be seen that

each

the formant
vowels are very smooth. Listening tests
also indicated that both intelligibility
and naturallness of the synthetic sylla-
oles were very close to those of the
natural ones.

DISCUSSIONS

For synthetic application; there are
two related features in this Exponential
Dynamic Model= first: reltively few target
values needed in input and storage: and
second, better representation of the coar-
ticulation effect. Speech analysis snows
that one and the same phoneme in different
compound vowels has different sound values.
For EXEMPIEJ the actual value of /ai/ and
lia/ are Eai] and EiA] respectively. Even
two given voweis narrowly transcribed
as the same sound in two different dynamic
voweis: 2.5. the Ci] in [iA] and Eiao]
can have differences that
ignored. It means then, for
the 9 diphthongs

should not be
synthesizing

and k triphthongs that
are close to the natural ones; we will
need 9*2+a*3=30 sets of target values.
However, thanks to the ability of ”approa-
ching rather than actually reaching” the
target vaiues in the Exponential Dynamic
Model: as few as 6 sets of target values
listed in Table 2 are almost enough for
this purpose. For instance, in synthe-
sizing /ai/, EA] and Ci] are used as
target values; t0 is right in the middle
and is relatively small. As a result:
the beginning point is close to a open
front vowel [a] rather than [A], and the
ending point is a lower front vowel [I]
rather than [i]. In synthesizing /ia/, [i]
and [A] are also used as target values
with to close to the beginning part and 3

containing a diph-

transition of those compound

relatively great I and the
be that the two extremities are
[i] and [A] respectively; and the la/ part
is relatively long and stable. In the
acoustic vowel diagram in Fig. 6: the
dynamic tracings are drawn for the syn-
thetic /ai/; lie/J /ao/: /ua/; /iao/ and
luai/ which use [i]: [A] and Cu] as the
target values. The diagram shows that the
beginning: middle and ending point of each
of the compound vowels are Just in their
right places. In this sense, the synthesis
of dynamic vowels with this Model is a
synthesis with phonemic targets.

As a comparison; the trajectories
generated by the exponential dynamic model

re5ult is

reported in reference [33 and [4] always
starts from the same first target value;
disregarding the difference in factors
like second target values and so on. The
coarticulation effect is thus inadequately
represented.
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Fig.6 Acoustic vowel plot for the four diphthongs (/aiI: lia/i laol,and lual) and the two triphthongs (/iao/ and /uai/).
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